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ABSTRACT
We present a method for predicting visual comfort
conditions of occupants in daylit spaces. Using an
online survey, 67 occupants of a multi-story open
plan studio space evaluated long-term visual comfort
at their workstations in a substantially daylit space
which is known to have glare problems. Visual
comfort simulations of each occupant’s specific
location were conducted and compared to the survey
results. Simulations included discomfort glare,
monitor contrast, visibility of the sun in the field of
view and the presence of direct light on the
workplane. It was found that combining all four
modes of discomfort analysis allows close agreement
with occupant assessments ranging from 69% of
morning assessments up to 87% of afternoon
assessments. In contrast, following current practice
by only considering a single source of discomfort,
leads to under-predicting the glare problem. Only 29
to 47 percent of significant visual comfort
assessments in this study were caused by a solitary
type of discomfort. These findings show that visual
discomfort is often caused by multiple independent
effects, which must be evaluated simultaneously for a
reliable visual comfort analysis.

INTRODUCTION
For over eighty years, visual comfort prediction has
remained one of the ‘holy grails’ of daylighting
research. In this context, the authors define visual
comfort as the absence of discomfort such as glare,
insufficient visual contrast or the presence of visible
direct sunlight. The goal of being able to predict
discomfort during design is to avoid it altogether.
With simultaneous growing interest in passive
strategies to increase comfort and in greater
transparency of building envelopes, designers are
more than ever in need of reliable metrics to assess
visual satisfaction in daylit spaces.
Most comfort analyses focuses on only one
parameter such as discomfort glare or the presence of
direct sunlight. Such analyses tell only a small part of
the story of perception in daylit spaces. Furthermore,
no annual metric exists to assess the visual
satisfaction of occupants in daylit spaces. As a result,
the application of visual comfort analysis to design
problems is seriously limited. A number of comfort
metrics have been proposed in the past that were

created in the laboratory or via controlled studies;
however, there has been little work applying these
metrics to real, daylit interiors (Rubiño et al., 1994;
Jakubiec and Reinhart, 2012). This research aims to
validate the applicability of visual comfort metrics
for design by applying them in the field.
To this end, the authors performed a comprehensive
visual comfort analysis of the Harvard University
Graduate School of Design studio spaces. The
analysis accounts for discomfort glare probability,
monitor contrast, visibility of the sun and direct
sunlight on the workplane. The space is a five storey
terraced open plan arrangement that houses over 500
graduate students. It features clerestory windows and
fully glazed north and south facing walls. The studio
space is known to have visual comfort problems
because each term students located in the most
offending areas erect their own shading devices. An
online survey was administered in which 67
occupants participated who were either comfortable
or experienced discomfort from daylight.
The authors compare occupants’ reported visual
comfort assessments against detailed simulations of
their workspaces. The resulting visual comfort
analysis detects when occupants will be
uncomfortable. It also relates to the spatiality of a
place, the time of occurrence and the primary causes
of discomfort. Therefore, the analysis constitutes
helpful clues to avoid discomfort problems during the
design of a building.
In this paper, a review of existing discomfort metrics
is presented, followed by a detailed description of the
simulation setup and an analysis of results. From this
holistic analysis, detailed maps of occupant visual
satisfaction at different times of day, categorized by
primary cause and the intensity of discomfort, are
created. The relative importance of discomfort glare,
reduced monitor contrast and the presence of direct
sunlight in determining occupant satisfaction as
observed in this study are describe. In the discussion
section, the importance of integrated visual comfort
analysis that considers multiple sources of discomfort
is explored within the context of existing comfort
prediction methodologies.

DISCOMFORT METRICS
In daylit spaces, there are several possible causes of
discomfort: discomfort glare, reduced monitor
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contrast ratios from reflected daylight, visibility of
the sun, and the presence of direct sunlight on the
workplane. Discomfort due to electric lighting is not
considered in this study.
Discomfort Glare
Discomfort glare is physical discomfort caused by
extreme brightness, contrast or both. Contrast is
defined as the weighted ratio of the size, location and
brightness of glaring light sources in a field of vision
when compared to the average visible luminance. In
our analysis, the Daylight Glare Probability (DGP)
(Wienold and Christoffersen, 2006) metric is utilized
to represent discomfort glare because it accounts for
contrast and brightness whereas other glare metrics
only account for contrast. Jakubiec and Reinhart
(2012) showed that DGP is the most robust of
existing discomfort glare metrics and the least likely
to give false positives. The specific expression of
DGP is described in Equation 1 below,

(1)
where Ev is vertical illuminance measured at the eye,
Ls is the brightness of a glare source with a contrast
ratio three or greater relative to the visible luminous
is the size in solid angle of the glare
environment,
source and P is the Guth position index which relates
the position of the glare source in the field of view to
human eye sensitivity. DGP evaluates in a range
between zero and one, representing the percentage of
people who would feel uncomfortable under a
specific luminous environment. For example, a glare
probability of 0.45 means an estimated 45% of
people would feel discomfort in such a lighting
situation.
Monitor Contrast
When light reflects from a monitor screen, the
observable contrast between pixels is lowered. For
specular (shiny) LCD screens, this problem is
exasperated by veiling glare, when bright light
sources are reflected in the monitor. The observable
contrast ratio between bright (high state) and dark
(low state) pixels can be calculated based on the
amount of light reflected from a monitor as shown in
Equation 2,
(2)
where LH is the high state luminance, LL is the low
state luminance and Lr is the amount of reflected
light. According to ISO standard 9241-3:1992 (ISO,
1992), contrast ratios above three are necessary to
preserve readability. Later standards (ISO, 2008)
suggest contrast ratios as high as four are necessary
for a low state luminance of 10 cd/m2.

Direct Sunlight
Direct sunlight falling on the workplane or the eye
directly is likely to cause discomfort. IES standard
LM-83-12 suggests that illuminance from direct solar
exposure over 1000 lux will cause discomfort
(IESNA, 2012).

METHODOLOGY
Survey on Visual Comfort
A survey was conducted of the students seated in the
studio spaces of the Harvard University Graduate
School of Design’s Gund Hall at the end of the
Spring 2011 academic term accounting for the time
from January 24 until April 15. Students were asked
to select their desk using a numbered seating plan of
the school or the label affixed to their desk and to
describe in detail their visual satisfaction with the
space. Students rated their comfort during the
semester for three specific periods of the day:
morning, from 8:00–12:00; midday, from 12:00–
14:00; and afternoon, from 14:00–18:00. For each of
these intervals, students ranked their comfort in one
of four categories: comfortable, perceptible
discomfort, disturbing discomfort or intolerable
discomfort. Students were also given the opportunity
to describe the cause or causes of their discomfort
and what actions they took in response.
Visual Comfort Simulations
A calibrated daylight simulation model was
constructed of Gund Hall in the Radiance simulation
engine. Radiance is a validated program created by
the US Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
which employs a reverse raytracing algorithm based
on the physical behavior of light in a volumetric,
three-dimensional model (Ward, 1994). The model is
geometrically accurate including its context and the
glazing of nearby buildings.
In accordance with the comfort metrics section, each
survey respondent’s work area was the subject of
discomfort glare, monitor contrast and direct sunlight
simulations. DGP and monitor contrast were assessed
hourly from January 24 until April 15. DGP
predictions were made using the enhanced simplified
DGP (eDGPs) method (Wienold, 2009). The eDGPs
method substantially decreases calculation time by
using a Radiance-based daylight coefficient method
(Reinhart and Walkenhorst, 2001) to calculate
vertical eye illuminance and rendered images of
direct sunlight to determine contrast. Monitor
contrast ratios were predicted based on illuminances
calculated using a daylight coefficient method. In this
study, monitor reflectance was standardized based on
the average measurement of three monitor screens (a
Dell U2412Mb LCD monitor, a Lenovo Thinkpad
T520 laptop LCD screen, and a Lenovo desktop LCD
screen) at 5.4% diffuse reflectance. LH and LL are
fixed at realistic assumptions of 80 and 10 cd/m2
respectively (Moghbell, 2012), yielding a default
contrast ratio of eight without the presence of
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u
with Equuation 2. Speccular
reflected light when used
reflectionns were not co
onsidered. Beccause of the many
m
small cleerestory windoows relative to
t the size off the
space, thhe presence off direct sunlight is a transsient
phenomenon in Gund Hall for thosse not seated near
the largee North or South winddows. Thereffore,
visibility of the sun and the prresence of direct
sunlight on student’s work areas were
w
simulateed in
six-minutte intervals.
Weather data was acq
quired from a weather staation
approxim
mately one killometer (0.622 mi) away from
f
the site for the periood of the sttudy (Cambriidge,
M
gllobal
Massachuusetts Weathher, 2012). Measured
horizontaal solar irradiaation was connverted into direct
and diffuuse componennts using thee Reindl metthod
(Reindl et
e al., 1990) annd used as inpput informatioon to
the Perezz all weather sk
ky model (Perrez et al., 1993).
Studied S
Space, Gund Hall Studioss
The studiio space of Guund Hall, porttrayed in Figuure 1
as a renndering of thee simulation model, prov
vides
desks forr approximateely 500 studennts of architeccture
and urbann design. It is a five storey tiered space filled
f
with dayllight, which comes from clerestory wind
dows
and largee floor-to-ceiling glazing at the north and
south ends of the space. Student desks eitherr are
directly underneath the clerestoory windowss or
a
sheltered by the level above.

Table 1
Meassured Material Properties
SURFACE
E
DESCRIPTIION
Clerrestory glazing
Norrth and south glazing
Dining hall glazingg
Conncrete walls andd floors
Dessk surfaces
Dessk backs
Flooor
Mulllions
Cindder block wallss
Hanndrails
Ceilling

SIVITY
TRANSMISS
0.142
0.185
0.948
REFLECTA
ANCE
0.243
0.541
0.776
0.070
0.100
0.759
0.048
0.800

Oveerall, the survvey results suuggest a relatiively high
disssatisfaction with
w the space.. This is repreesented in
Figuure 2, which details the occupannt-reported
com
mfort for each
h of the threee intervals. C
Comfort is
reprresented by green
g
and inttolerable disccomfort is
reprresented witth red, a standard maintained
m
throoughout this paper.
p
As thee building’s cllerestories
facee east, the morning hoours yield the most
disccomfort with
h 52.3% off occupants reporting
disccomfort. Durring midday, fewer useers report
disccomfort (36.99%), but the intensity off reported
disccomfort is thee highest with
h 9.2% of reespondents
repoorting intoleraable discomfo
ort. This is likkely due to
direect sunlight en
ntering throug
gh the full glazzing of the
souuthern façade. In the aftternoon, discomfort is
furtther reduced as
a the sun mo
oves to the west
w of the
buillding where thhere are no wiindows.

i
of the simulation
s
model
Figure 1 A rendered image
lookking South froom the fourth level corner
Our simuulation model accounts for measured vissible
window ttransmissivityy (Voit et al., 2007)
2
and difffuse
reflectancce values for opaque surfaaces in the sppace,
describedd in Table 1. The
T ceiling was
w modeled using
u
a standardd 80% reflecttance, as it waas inaccessiblee for
measurem
ment purposess. Electric ligghting is supp
plied
by louveered fluoresceent fixtures, which
w
are onn for
most houurs of the daay; however, discomfort from
f
electric liighting is not considered in this paper.

RESUL
LTS
Survey R
Results
The surveey received 19
94 responses of which 90 were
w
valid. Thhe 67 respond
dents who diid not experieence
discomfoort caused byy electric lighhting are stuudied
hencefortth.

Figure 2 Histogram
H
of reported
r
comffort
Preedicting Longg-Term Occupant Evaluattions
Witth a complete set of disccomfort glaree, monitor
conntrast and direect sunlight (v
visible and workplane)
w
sim
mulation resullts for each survey respoondent in
Gunnd Hall, it is possible
p
to an
nalyze the inteensity and
freqquency of diiscomfort from
m multiple causes.
c
A
logiical question to ask is, how
h
much discomfort
d
glarre, reduction of
o monitor contrast or direcct sunlight
musst be experiennced in order for an occupaant within
the space to be uncomfortable? We foundd that the
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d hours above a certain com
mfort
percentagge of occupied
thresholdd has a strong correlatioon with repoorted
comfort vvalues. Any time
t
with a D
DGP value abbove
0.3, classsified durinng a momeent in time as
‘perceptibble’ (Wienolld, 2009), predicted monnitor
contrast ratio
r
below four
f
(Moghbeell, 2012) or with
w
direct suunlight on thhe eye or deesk is consid
dered
uncomforrtable for thiss purpose. Occcupants tendeed to
be more sensitive to direct sunliight and reduuced
y factors of four and three
t
monitor contrast, by
respectiveely. This sennsitivity to direct sunlight and
contrast w
was also refleccted in the surrvey commentts. It
was founnd that a tyypical occuppant experien
ncing
predictedd discomfort glare
g
for morre than 13.5%
% of
occupied time is likkely to feel that a space is
intolerablly uncomfortaable; however, if direct sunllight
is experienced a meree 3.4% of occcupied time,, the
occupant reaches the same connclusion. It was
observed that multiple types of disccomfort contriibute
to the ovverall evaluation of visual satisfaction in a
space. Figure 3 docuuments the observed
o
relaative
importancce of differrent discomffort causes. For
example, the purple doots and dashedd lines in Figuure 3
mark disscomfort glaree 5.6%, low monitor conntrast
ratio 2.255% and direcct sunlight 0.555% of occu
upied
time. Thiis results in an
a overall visuual satisfactioon of
‘disturbinng’ although individual
i
cauuses of discom
mfort
never reaach a classificaation above ‘pperceptible.’

cauused by reducttion in monitoor contrast andd triangles
( ) indicate discomfort caused prim
marily by
disccomfort glare. Perfectly matched
m
predicctions will
apppear as one so
olid color; how
wever, over and
a underpreddictions will be apparent by
b the color difference
betw
ween the interrior circle and
d the enclosingg shape.
Durring the mornning (Figure 4A), the souuthern and
easttern side of thhe building and
a clerestoryy windows
are exposed to direct sunlighht, causing discomfort
d
p inside the sppace. Middaay (Figure
preddictions deep
4B)), from 12:00 to 14:00, is when
w
the altituude of the
sunn is at its peeak. Thus, predicted
p
disccomfort is
prim
marily localized to the soutthern side of the space.
In the
t afternoon (Figure 4C), predicted disccomfort is
prim
marily concenntrated near thhe south façadde and on
the east side off the building. This is because of
m the glazingg of the neeighboring
refllections from
buillding and afteernoon sun peenetrating from
m west to
eastt across the sppace.
Abiility to Predicct Occupant Visual
V
Satisfa
faction
Tabble 2 docum
ments the preedictive abilitty of our
anaalysis for eachh time intervall when compaared to the
survvey results. Exact
E
matchiing to actual occupant
evaaluations rang
ges from 40.33% in the morning
m
to
64.22% for the affternoon periood during the semester.
Thiis may seem low; howev
ver, the percentage of
mattching within one comfortt threshold is relatively
highh, from 68.7 to 86.6 percent. This sugggests that
sim
mulations are capable
c
of traacking occupant visual
satiisfaction trendds within a sp
pace but thatt occupant
asseessments vary
y based on perrsonal preferennces.
Table 2
Discom
mfort Predicteed by Analysis
M
MATCHING
C
CRITERIA

Figure 3 Scale of visu
ual satisfactioon by occ. houurs.
Spatial D
Display of Ressults
Predictionns using simuulation resultss are compareed to
the surveey responses gathered froom occupants in
Figure 4. Results are overlaid
o
on a plan of the Gund
G
Hall stuudio spaces showing all four leevels
simultaneeously. Shadeed areas indicaate desks thatt are
covered bby the floor above
a
or shadded by a custtom,
student-bbuilt shading device.
d
A small circle is loccated
at each desk representing the occupant-repo
o
orted
f
spatial visual satisfaction coolor-coded from
comfortabble ( ) to intolerable discomfort ( ).
Surroundding each smalll circle is a laarger shape coolorcoded according to th
he author’s prredictions. Cirrcles
fort primarily caused by direct
( ) indiicate discomfo
light, sqquares ( ) indicate
i
discomfort primaarily

MORNING
G MIDDAY

AFTERNOON

Exaact match

40.3%

64.2%

64.2%

Withhin one

68.7%

85.1%

86.6%

Oveer-prediction

47.8%

19.4%

11.9%

Undder-prediction

11.9%

16.4%

23.9%

Moost importantlly, spatial ag
greement bettween the
survvey results and
a
comfort predictions
p
arre overall
highh. The morn
ning visual satisfaction
s
p
predictions
(Figgure 4A) illlustrate disco
omfort througghout the
space with the notable
n
excep
ption of deskks that are
orted results seem to
shaded. The occcupant repo
dday discomfoort (Figure
corrroborate this analysis. Mid
4B)) is localized to the southh and east siddes of the
buillding. This reesult is also close to the occupant
survvey’s resultss. During the afternooon many
occcupants reportt comfort neaar the southerrn glazing
althhough our predictions indiccate the oppossite due to
the presence of direct
d
sunlighht. Potential reeasons for
thiss discrepancyy are discussed in the following
secttion.
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A. Morning
M
visuall satisfaction from
f
8:00-12::00.

B. Midday
M
visual satisfaction
s
frrom 12:00-14::00.
Figuure 4 Predictedd semester-lonng visual satissfaction categgorized by cauuse compared to actual respponse.
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C. Aft
fternoon visuall satisfaction from
f
14:00-188:00.
Figuure 4 Predictedd semester-lonng visual satissfaction categgorized by cauuse compared to actual respponse.

DISCUSSION
What dooes the ability for simullation to preedict
occupant visual satissfaction in spaces
s
mean for
architectuure, the buildiing simulationn community and
design? O
One impact is that designerrs have the ab
bility
to evaluaate clear analy
ysis and spatiaal mappings based
on severral potential causes of discomfort. The
authors’ process can be used to assess
a
designns of
daylit spaaces for maxiimum comforrt without thee use
of operabble shading deevices. The saame methodology
can be appplied to furniiture and seatiing layouts. Sppace
layout haas a large im
mpact on visuaal satisfaction
n, as
visual ddiscomfort is dependent on the view
wing
direction.. Building siimulationists currently havve a
large rolee to play in th
his analytical design
d
process, as
there is not
n yet a fully
y automated method
m
to prodduce
and evaluuate such metrrics.
The com
mfort maps shown
s
in Fiigure 4 and the
accuracy of predicted occupant ressponses presented
in Table 2 show that thhere is a reasoonable correlaation
between the autho
ors’ predictiions of viisual
satisfactioon and occupaant-reported vvisual satisfacttion;
however, deeper underrstanding of thhe significancce of
this resultt is probably warranted.
w
Using Multiple Visual Comfort Crriterion
Occupantt behaviour models suchh as Lightsw
witch
(Reinhartt, 2004), DG
GP-based shaading control in

Dayysim (Reinhaart and Waalkenhorst, 20001), the
Adaaptive Zone (Jakubiec andd Reinhart, 2012)
2
and
IES
S standard LM
M-83-12 (IES
SNA, 2012) all utilize
preddictions of viisual comfortt. However, until
u
now,
theyy have all loooked at visu
ual comfort tthrough a
narrrow lens. Lightswitch
L
loowers a shaade when
greaater than 50 W/m2 visiblle spectrum irradiation
i
falls on the worrkplane. DGP-based shadinng control
impplemented in Daysim closses the blindds when a
DG
GP probability
y of at least 0.40 is obserrved. The
Adaaptive Zone proposes a modificationn of the
Dayysim DGP conntrol method, but occupants have the
abillity to adapt by looking inn directions w
where the
leasst discomfortt is experieenced. IES LM-83-12
L
sugggests that alll shades should be clossed when
greaater than 2% of
o the space reeceives direct sunlight.
Thee authors’ ressults in prediccting visual discomfort
d
alloow important reflection on the assumptiions made
by the aforem
mentioned models. Forem
most, we
chaallenge the usee of a single metric for deetermining
com
mfort. Resultss at each workspace
w
weere tallied
separately for eacch time intervval and for eacch type of
mfort that occuurs for greaterr than one
preddicted discom
perccent of occuupied time. During the morning
inteerval, only 288.6% of work
kspaces with predicted
disccomfort originnated from one
o type of discomfort
d
anaalysis. During the midday in
nterval when the sun is
highher, this perccentage increaases to 47.4%
%. Finally,
during the afternooon period onnly 37.5% of desks
d
with
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a affected byy a single typ
pe of
predictedd discomfort are
discomfoort. This suggests
s
exxplaining viisual
discomfoort with a single metric is innadequate because
several ffactors contrribute to thee assessmentt of
comfort. It is reasonnable to infeer that occu
upant
behavior models andd comfort preediction meth
hods
analyzingg only direct sunlight or discomfort glare
g
will necessarily miss soome periods of
o discomfort.
That singgle-metric moddels do not addequately quanntify
discomfoort in daylit spaces
s
is furthher reinforcedd by
Figure 5, which compares hourly discomfort
d
meetrics
using tem
mporal maps for
f two desks labeled ‘Exam
mple
1’ and ‘Example 2’ in the planns of Figuree 4.
r
Discomfoort glare probbability, monitor contrast ratio,
direct vissible sunlight, and direct sunnlight on the desk
d
are displlayed graphiccally with thee horizontal axis
indicatingg the day witthin the surveey period and
d the
vertical axis
a
indicatingg time of dayy. The color scale
s
for each metric is calibrated such that dark redd ( )
a which disccomfort wouldd be
indicates a threshold at
predictedd by a typicall occupant beehavior model. In
these exaamples, all four
f
causes of
o discomfort are
observed. Furthermoree, for both example
e
1 annd 2,
d
visible diirect sunlight and direct sunnlight on the desk
have morrning and aftternoon periodds of discom
mfort.
These peeriods of dirrect sunlight are not entiirely
correlatedd with monitoor contrast raatio or discom
mfort
glare in eexample 1 an
nd 2 respectivvely. Overall,, the
students at both desks
d
experieence discom
mfort,
especiallyy during morrning and midday periods but
from dispparate causes, suggesting occupant
o
com
mfort
models thhat consider multiple
m
sourcces of discom
mfort
are necessary.

Occcupant Varia
ability
Occcupants are highly
h
variablle in their asssessments
undder similar co
onditions. Forr example, thhe student
labeelled ‘Examplle 3’ in Figuree 4 reports dissturbing or
intoolerable visuaal discomfort for all threee intervals
desppite that durinng midday annd afternoon his or her
neigghbors are all relatively com
mfortable.
Adaaptation
Thee student inddicated by ‘E
Example 4’ cconstantly
feells more comfoortable than ouur method preedicts with
the primary causse of discomfoort being a redduction in
monnitor contrast.. The view dirrections of eacch student
in the
t study werre modeled as
a observed dduring the
starrt of the sem
mester; howeever, over tiime some
studdents opted to
o use their side tables as the main
worrkspace. In th
he case of exam
mple 4, this means
m
that
the student woould face eaast rather than north.
Sim
mulated imagees of monito
or visibility and
a
direct
sunnlight for the two
t
seating sccenarios on Jaanuary 31st
at 10:30,
1
duringg the morningg measuremennt period,
are displayed in Figure 6. By turning 90-deegrees, the
o avoid directt light falling on his or
studdent is able to
her monitor.

A. Original view

B. Adaptive view

E
4 mo
onitor visibilityy at
Figure 6 Example
Jaanuary 31st, 10:30 during morning
m
surveey period

Figure 5 Comparisonn of predicted discomfort fo
or two desks.
Valuees that might be
b associated with
w the closinng of blinds arre colored dark red ( ).
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Students also adapted the environment to their
comfort needs. Student-built horizontal shading
devices were accounted for in the simulation;
however, some students additionally erected vertical
shades during the semester, which were not
considered. Predictions of visual satisfaction for
students who built their own shading devices were
accordingly more prone to error. 42.9% (9) of the
morning, 40.1% (4) of the midday and 44.6% (4) of
the afternoon predictions varying from the survey by
more than one comfort threshold are accounted for
by students who built custom shading devices.

CONCLUSION
This work shows that it is possible to use current
visual comfort metrics to predict occupant’s longterm assessments of visual satisfaction in a complex
daylit space. Our assessment explains, within one
comfort threshold, between 68.7 and 86.6 percent of
polled occupant responses depending on the time of
day. Spatial trends of discomfort show good
agreement with reported occupant values. In this
study, using a single cause of discomfort would have
resulted in missing significant periods and areas of
discomfort within the space. It is reasonable to
assume this is the case in other spaces as well,
because discomfort glare, monitor contrast and the
visibility of direct sunlight may occur independently
in any space.
Limitations of Study
The survey data that is used to calibrate our semesterlong occupant assessment is the same data by which
the analysis is evaluated. An independent data set is
desirable for evaluation; however, the visual comfort
metrics used to evaluate each hourly or six-minute
time step are based on a wealth of research and
experimental data. Therefore, the authors suggest that
the trends observed in this study are already
applicable to the design of comfortable, daylit spaces.
The ability for occupants to adapt to a space is not
currently considered in the authors’ visual comfort
assessments; however, simulated adaptation data is
available and will be included in future iterations of
the study.
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